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1. Introduction {#s002}
===============

The question of whether Mars harbors extant life has been pondered by humankind since the time of the ancients. In the more recent past, the work of Giovanni Schiaparelli and Percival Lowell catalyzed widespread speculation that Mars had sentient life. The modern scientific community now universally accepts that such beings do not exist, and focus shifted about 60 years ago to the possibility of extant microbial life. The hypothesis that microbial life may exist in the modern martian regolith was tested during the Viking mission. The results of the Viking biology experiments were equivocal---some aspects of the results were consistent with what would be expected if extant life were present in the samples, but other results were not, thus allowing for multiple interpretations (Levin and Straat, [@B103]; Zent and McKay, [@B228]; Klein, [@B89]; Houtkoope and Schulze-Makuch, [@B73]). Subsequently, scientists proposed explanations for the Viking biology experiment results that do not require the presence of life (Horowitz *et al*., [@B71], [@B72]; Klein *et al*., [@B90]; Oyama *et al*., [@B143]; Ponnamperuma *et al*., [@B153]; Klein, [@B88]; Oyama and Berdahl, [@B142]; Huguenin, [@B74]; Plumb *et al*., [@B152]; Quinn and Zent, [@B155]; Schuerger and Clark, [@B169]; Navarro-González *et al*., [@B127]; Quinn *et al*., [@B156]; Georgiou *et al*., [@B58]).

In the modern period (the past ∼20 years), the scientific exploration for life on Mars has split into two intellectual pathways: the search for evidence of ancient life in the martian geological record (while remaining agnostic as to whether or not it may have persisted to the present) and the search for extant life. These are documented as Goals 1A and 1B in the MEPAG Goals Document (MEPAG, [@B125]). During the past two decades, beginning with the launches of Pathfinder and the Mars Global Surveyor in 1996, the world\'s space agencies have sent an unprecedented series of exploratory spacecraft to Mars. Progress has been made on both the ancient and the extant sides of the life question. Without question the search for ancient life has received the preponderance of the attention. This has been driven by the compelling discoveries related to the fact that Mars was far more hospitable early in its geological history than it is today (McKay and Stoker, [@B122]; Fairén *et al*., [@B50]; Kite, [@B87]). Understanding exactly how similar that environment was to Earth\'s environment at the time, or to Earth\'s environment today, remains a hotbed of research.

Recently, there has been tremendous growth in understanding modern life in extreme environments on Earth (Rothschild and Mancinelli, [@B162]) and how it relates to the limits of life as we know it. This work is just as important to the question of extant life as understanding environmental conditions on Mars and how they have changed in space and time. This has led to revolutionary discoveries related to active life in Earth\'s deep subsurface and cave environments, including life that can operate at low temperatures or in hypersaline environments, or a combination of both. It has also led to the development of strategies for searching for trace life and measuring its processes.

Finally, based on the improved understanding of the biochemical principles of life as we know it, it has become possible to hypothesize alternate chemical combinations and processes that may lead to life as we do not know it (Schulze-Makuch and Irwin, [@B174]). This is an important consideration for Mars exploration because assuming that life on Mars has a similar biochemical tool set and functions like life on Earth may unnecessarily limit our thinking.

In order to review and update our understanding of the intersections of the above knowledge, the "Mars Extant Life: What\'s Next?" conference was convened on November 5--8, 2019, in Carlsbad, New Mexico. This three-and-one-half-day conference was a counterpart to the important conference "Biosignature Preservation and Detection in Mars Analog Environments" (May 16--18, 2016; Lake Tahoe) that addressed the search for ancient life. The conference\'s Scientific Organizing Committee accepted 82 abstracts, and the conference itself was attended by 71 participants, essentially all of whom were Mars research scientists. The conferees included an excellent mix of junior and senior scientific professionals, postdocs, and graduate students, representing the United States, Mexico, Germany, and France. The venue of Carlsbad was chosen because it offered the chance to observe in the field two important terrestrial analog environments (caves and salt). A one-day field trip was carried out to discuss their essential attributes and relationships "on the outcrop." In Mars planning, it is always imperative to remember that, first and foremost, Mars is a field location.

Specific goals of this conference were twofold. First, to promote discussion of the extant life hypotheses that have developed and evolved in response to ongoing Mars missions. Second, to answer two questions of practical relevance to NASA\'s Mars Exploration Program. Specifically: (1) Where on Mars does the community advocate looking for evidence of extant life (and how strong are the technical arguments)? (2) What should be the detection methodologies? Spacecraft missions are expensive, and can also be difficult and risky; so in order to justify such missions, the hypotheses need to be clear and compelling and the test (or tests) unambiguous, and there needs to be a broad base of community support that the test is worth doing.

2. Organization of the Ideas Presented and Discussed at the Conference {#s003}
======================================================================

Abstracts submitted to the conference fell into four primary environmental categories that appear to be of greatest interest to the community involved in the search for extant life on Mars: Caves, Deep Subsurface, Ices, and Salts. Additional categories related to methodologies were (1) How to use geologically guided search strategies to find the best candidate sites; (2) Possible detection methods for life as we know it and agnostic life-detection techniques (*i.e.,* for life as we do not know it); (3) Possible constraints on martian life derived from laboratory experiments. These topics became the drivers for organizing the conference sessions and for the structure of this report.

The conference was organized to provide time for group discussion after each session. In order to allow for deeper penetration into each subject area and to help prepare this conference report, the conference participants were broken up into groups of ∼6--7 people for in-depth discussions. Each small group was asked to integrate the conference content in a particular subject area and prepare 3--4 viewgraphs on that topic. These were presented on the last day of the conference. This was followed up by further discussion among the whole group. Effort was put into documenting the primary conclusions, strategies, and open questions developed at the conference. All of this was then synthesized into this report.

2.1. Definition of key terms {#s004}
----------------------------

In order to maximize clarity of communication, we need to be systematic with our terminology. First, we do not know if Mars was ever inhabited, and if so, whether that life persists. For life that *may* persist to the present day, we use the term "extant life," but without presuming that it actually exists. The Extant Life Conference was about hypotheses related to the possibility of extant life, how to prioritize those hypotheses, and how to test them. When we refer to extant martian life, we are referring to (hypothetical) life that is indigenous to Mars and is distinct from terrestrial life, either due to divergent evolution from a common ancestor or because it has different origins altogether.

In discussing the potential for extant martian life, it is useful to start with certain terminology from the associated field of environmental ecology. "Habitat" is an environment that is occupied by an organism and is traditionally defined species by species. For example, polar bear habitat can be mapped and is distinctly different from the habitat for other species (*e.g.,* for brown bears). However, since we do not know whether indigenous martian life exists at all, and if it does, what its properties are, in this report we have systematically stayed away from the use of "habitat" as applied to one or more (hypothetical) *martian* organisms. On the other hand, the term "habitat" *can* be used in the discipline of forward planetary protection, which concerns itself with the potential propagation of *terrestrial* organisms (whose life properties we *can* measure) in a given martian environment (whose attributes can also be measured).

In recent decades, astrobiologists have used the terms "habitable" and "habitability" as they apply to the search for evidence of life in exotic environments around the Solar System and beyond. "Habitable" is an adjective related to "habitat" (that describes whether or not an environmental niche could be occupied if an appropriate organism was there to do so), and "habitability" is a statement of potentiality (an assessment of the "quality" of an environment to sustain at least one form of life, from anywhere). In this report, we have identified four types of environments on Mars which the community has hypothesized have the highest potential for habitability by as-yet unknown martian organisms. However, it is important to note that there are significant limitations in interpreting habitability for martian organisms using knowledge of terrestrial organisms. We do not have knowledge of the requirements of (hypothetical) martian life. However, as a point of departure we can be guided by our current understanding of the fundamental requirements of life as we know it. We found that the scientists at the conference could unambiguously describe their hypotheses related to "potential habitability" based on this terminology.

3. Martian Environments Deemed to Be Most Prospective for Extant Martian Life {#s005}
=============================================================================

Identifying and exploring refugium (an "oasis" where conditions are either permanently or episodically more hospitable than average) as the key to searching for extant life emerged as a powerful theme that permeated the conference. Based on existing knowledge of Mars, we highlighted four martian environments that have the potential to act as refugia (not listed in priority order): Caves, Deep Subsurface, Ices, and Salts. The conference group did not attempt to reach a consensus prioritization of these candidate environments but instead felt that a defensible prioritization would require a future competitive process involving mission proposals. If life originated on Mars in the ancient past and adapted to increasingly hostile surface conditions, a logical hypothesis is that it evolved and retreated into one (or more) of these refugia environments, where it may potentially have survived to the present. Alternatively, life on Mars may have originated in one of these refugia and resided primarily there throughout its existence.

3.1. Caves {#s006}
----------

### 3.1.1. What do we know about this environment on Earth as a habitat for extant life? {#s007}

Caves are found in every rock type on Earth and are present on every continent. The rocks that host caves occupy 20% of Earth\'s land surface area (Richards *et al*., [@B160]; Ford and Williams, [@B54]). Caves (on Earth) are most frequently developed in carbonate rocks like limestones, dolostones, and marble, and next most frequently occur in basalts (Palmer, [@B144]; Gillieson, [@B60]). Caves in carbonate rocks form as aggressive water dissolves the rock whereas those in basalt are lava caves generated during the formation of the rock itself. Terrestrial caves host diverse microbial communities due to the mineral resources and a complex mixture of subterranean and surface processes (Jones *et al*., [@B81] abstract 5030; Léveillé *et al*., [@B101] abstract 5042; Northup *et al*., [@B133] abstract 5037; O\'Connor *et al*., [@B135] abstract 5105; Spilde *et al*., [@B184] abstract 5036). An additional factor that may help explain the diversity of microbial communities in caves is the relatively stable environment which has been theorized to promote diversity in ecosystems and to influence cave mineral form and morphology. For example, caves are relatively isothermal and have relative humidity conditions that can be nearly constant and close to 100% in the deep (*i.e.,* dark) zone of caves (see Toomey, [@B206], for additional details of cave meteorology and monitoring).

The presence of life in cave systems is marked and profoundly alters their physical character. Terrestrial caves aggregate diffuse chemical signals such as metabolic waste by creating preferential flow paths for air and water. Adjacent speleothems show distinct microbial communities (Legatzki *et al*., [@B99]) perhaps due to variations in micronutrients. Terrestrial cave air is known to have a significantly different composition than that of the atmosphere due to microbial metabolism (K.D. Webster *et al*., [@B216], 2019 abstract 5048). The formation of autogenic minerals contained in speleothems in caves can capture climate records over geological timescales. Additionally, signs of past life are commonly preserved in terrestrial caves in the form of mineral assemblage suites and unique features like "u"-loop speleothems and pool fingers (Boston *et al*., [@B10]; Northup *et al*., [@B132]; Melim *et al*., [@B123]; Uckert *et al*., [@B207]; Jones *et al*., [@B81] abstract 5030; Northup *et al*., [@B133] abstract 5037).

### 3.1.2. What do we know about the potential habitability of this environment on Mars? {#s008}

Caves, due to their confirmed presence (see [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), have been considered high-priority candidate environments in the search for extant life on Mars (*e.g.,* Boston *et al*., [@B10]; Cushing *et al*., [@B30]; Blank *et al*., [@B9]; Léveillé *et al*., [@B101] abstract 5042). A recent survey using data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter\'s Context and High Resolution Imaging Cameras has identified more than 1000 candidate cave entrances on the surface of Mars (Cushing, [@B28]). The cave environment has several advantages over surface targets, including protection from harsh weather, solar radiation, and desiccation. Caves provide direct access to the shallow subsurface, where relatively stable temperatures and humidity conditions could persist over geological timescales, and host ice and salts that are other priority targets in the search for extant life. Additionally, caves on Mars may provide windows into the deep subsurface by virtue of the fact that several meters of rock may be present above the cave. Evidence of biomarkers produced by past life could persist in mineral assemblage suites for long periods of time on Mars given the slow erosion rates. Cave air is thought to exchange with the atmosphere, potentially enhancing the ability to detect such chemical indicators by remote means at their entrances (K.D. Webster, [@B215] abstract 5048). Finally, caves offer shelter that could be essential for the human habitation of Mars; thus their exploration robotically has value for science as well future human missions.

![Over 1000 pits and potential lava cave skylights have been documented on Mars in the Mars Global Cave Candidate Catalog (Cushing & Okubo, [@B29]; Cushing, [@B28]). These possible cave entrances provide numerous targets for the search for life in the martian subsurface. Left: Map of potential cave entrances in the Tharsis Region, where over 300 lava tube skylights and atypical pit craters are concentrated. Map from the Mars Global Cave Candidate Catalog (Cushing, [@B28]). Right: Three types of candidate caves were cataloged on Mars. Upper right: lava tube skylights; middle right: deep fracture systems; and lower right: atypical pit craters. Image from Cushing ([@B27]). Slide shown by Spilde *et al.* ([@B184] abstract 5036) at the conference.](ast.2020.2237_figure1){#f1}

### 3.1.3. Exploration opportunities and challenges {#s009}

Along with their scientific appeal, martian caves present technological challenges that must be addressed prior to successful exploration. NASA surface missions to Mars have relied on aerobraking from the additional atmosphere of lower-altitude landing destinations, yet the highest cave density is found in the elevated volcanic terrain of Mars\' Southern Hemisphere, where the average elevation is kilometers above the mean. Caves at lower elevations do exist and would likely be initial candidate target sites. Entrance points are small relative to a target landing ellipse; thus a surface mission would require a rover rather than a lander in order to relocate to the point of ingress. Cave ingress and dimensions are poorly constrained at present. A variety of robotic approaches have been proposed to overcome obstacles related to entering and navigating inside caves, including (1) Entry from the surface down into the cave system through a skylight, possibly via a large (\>50 m) vertical drop, (2) Traversing an irregular floor surface and/or over large blocky obstacles, (3) Operations in darkness, and (4) Autonomous operation and localization (out of line-of-sight to surface communications) (*cf.* summary in Blank *et al*., [@B9] and references therein). In addition to traditional wheeled rovers, robotic vehicles using biomimicry offer alternative locomotion in challenging subsurface terrain. Prototypes include fleets ("swarms") of coordinating robotic ants, butterflies, dragonflies, and spiders optimized for relay communications away from a control center (see, *e.g.,* [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) (Blank, [@B8] abstract 5108). Most of these technologies are under development for lunar cave exploration and/or in response to the current DARPA Subterranean Challenge (Sitti and Fearing, [@B182]; Thangavelautham *et al*., [@B201]; Wong and Whittaker, [@B223]; Kalita *et al*., [@B85]; Parness *et al*., [@B146]; summary table in Blank *et al*., [@B9]). Advances and lessons learned will benefit martian cave mission concept development and planning. An initial, successful mission campaign to seek extant life in a martian cave may require a multiphase, multiplatform strategy. This could be accomplished by two Discovery Class or one Flagship mission and would likely require a rover and one or more accompanying crawling or flight drones.

![The NASA Ames K-Rex testing robot, renamed CaveR ("Cave Rover") for its deployment in a volcanic cave at Lava Beds National Monument in northern California. Here, CaveR is shown moving in the down-flow direction inside Valentine Cave, scanning one side of the cave wall. Attached to the rover is a rectangular instrument pod, housing lamps, cameras, and spectrometers that were used to interrogate the cave wall during a Mars mission simulation that was a component of NASA\'s BRAILLE project. In the future a system like this could be used to explore caves on Mars (shown by Blank, [@B8] abstract 5108).](ast.2020.2237_figure2){#f2}

![Distribution of terrestrial subsurface biomass, from Onstott *et al.* ([@B137]). (**A**) Cell concentrations versus depth for ice sheets, subglacial sediments, and permafrost. Open squares = Tibetan glacial ice sheets; brown-filled diamonds = Siberian permafrost; blue-filled diamond = Siberian cryopeg; light gray--filled triangles = Antarctic ice sheets and lakes; brown-filled triangles = Antarctic subglacial sediments; brown crosses = Antarctic permafrost and subglacial sediment in New Zealand; orange crosses = Canadian High Arctic and Svalbard permafrost; light blue--filled circles = Greenland ice sheet; orange-filled circle = Greenland subglacial sediment. (**B**) Cell concentrations versus depth for rock and soil cores from nonpolar regions. Orange-filled circles = water-saturated sediments or sedimentary rock; orange open circles = vadose zone sediments or sedimentary rock; brown squares = Chesapeake Bay Impact sediments; pink squares = Chesapeake Bay Impact impactite; black-filled orange circles = oil-gas-coal-bearing sediment or sedimentary rock; gray-filled gray diamonds = water saturated rhyolitic ash; open gray diamonds = deep vadose zone rhyolitic ash; open black diamond = vadose zone basaltic rock; gray-filled black diamonds = water-saturated basaltic rock, which includes recent Deccan Trap data from Dutta *et al.* ([@B44]); red-filled diamonds = Deccan Trap granite data from Dutta *et al.* ([@B44]); purple squares = metamorphic rock. The rest of the data are from Magnabosco *et al.* ([@B114]). Blue open circles = Atacama desert soil from Connon *et al.* ([@B25]) and Lester *et al.* ([@B100]). Solid and dashed lines represent the best-fit power law for subseafloor sediments proposed by Parkes *et al.* ([@B145]).](ast.2020.2237_figure3){#f3}

A potential mission concept is outlined as follows. The initial phase would consist of scouting the cave entrance and geology with the use of instruments on board the rover. The cave geometry itself will be assessed through the use of drone swarms and LIDAR to create a 3D point cloud of the cave. The second phase of the mission will consist of ingress into the cave, detailed mapping, geochemical, and life-detection assays. After ingress a second drone swarm would be used to map the geochemistry including any water ice present in the cave. The heavier ground-based robot with a high-fidelity scientific payload will assess the key sites identified by the drone campaign.

### 3.1.4. Summary of key arguments for why caves are a compelling target for the search for life {#s010}

-   There is evidence that large numbers of caves exist on Mars, mostly in the form of lava caves. They have been discovered by means of orbital surveys that have imaged skylights that have broken through to the surface.

-   On Earth, caves are invariably associated with uniquely adapted life-forms.

-   There is more than one strategy to explore caves for life, including sending a remote vehicle into the cave, and investigating airflow exchange pathways.

3.2. Deep^[1](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}^ Subsurface {#s011}
----------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. What do we know about this environment on Earth as a habitat for extant life? {#s012}

Subsurface life on Earth has been found to depths of \>4.4 km in the continental crust (Purkamo *et al*., [@B154]) and 2.5 km in subseafloor sediments (Inagaki *et al*., [@B75]) and could exist at even greater depths that have not yet been explored. It is estimated to contain ∼10^30^ cells, comparable to ∼10% of the total biomass in the surface biosphere and exceeding the microbial biomass in the surface biosphere (Whitman *et al*., [@B218]; Magnabosco *et al*., [@B114] and references therein; Onstott *et al*., [@B137]).

In the deep terrestrial subsurface, microbial communities are concentrated in rock-hosted fracture fluids that have often been isolated from surface waters for up to ∼10^7^ to 10^9^ years (*e.g.,* Warr *et al*., [@B213]), similar to groundwater isolation timescales expected for Mars, which lacks a significant meteoric water cycle in the present day. Aqueous reservoirs in the deep subsurface can be saline to hypersaline (Sherwood Lollar *et al*., [@B181]; Onstott *et al*., [@B137], [@B138] abstract 5025). Microbial communities in these deep subsurface environments on Earth are diverse (Lloyd *et al*., [@B109]; Magnabosco *et al*., [@B114]), often have low metabolic rates (*e.g.,* Lin *et al*., [@B107]), and contain appreciable amounts of biomass with community compositions correlated to *in situ* lithologies (Magnabosco *et al*., [@B114]). The primary producers in many of these deep ecosystems are chemoautotrophs that derive energy from H~2~ generated by water-rock reactions such as radiolysis, serpentinization in peridotite systems (Schrenk *et al*., [@B167]), or oxidation of ferrous silicates, for example, in basalts (Stevens and McKinley, [@B190]). Hydrogenotrophic methanogens are one common example (*e.g.,* Lau *et al*., [@B97]). Sulfate reducers are ubiquitous in the deep, oligotrophic subsurface (*e.g.,* Chivian *et al*., [@B20]; Lau *et al*., [@B97]; G.S. Lollar *et al*., [@B110]) and have been shown to utilize H~2~ and SO~4~ derived from radiolysis of pore water and/or the reaction of radiolytic oxidants with surrounding sulfides in many different deep subsurface localities on Earth (*e.g.,* Li *et al*., [@B105]; Wei, [@B217]).

### 3.2.2. What do we know about the potential habitability of this environment on Mars? {#s013}

In contrast to the martian surface, where potential habitability is believed to have declined severely early in martian geological history (Fairén *et al*., [@B50]; Schulze-Makuch *et al*., [@B175]; Cabrol, [@B14]; Kite, [@B87]), the deep subsurface is likely the largest and longest-lived potentially habitable environment on Mars---possibly existing from the Noachian or pre-Noachian (Michalski *et al*., [@B126]; Tarnas *et al*., [@B198]; Onstott *et al*., [@B137]) until present day. The habitability of deep crustal reservoirs is indicated from the analogous terrestrial cases of the presence of deeply sourced fluids (carbonic springs, hot springs, and fumaroles) that vent mantle-derived fluids in continental settings in the in the western United States (Crossey *et al*., [@B26]), and in large terrestrial impact craters by the presence of substantial fractures as in the uplifted peak ring of the Chicxulub impact crater (Kring *et al*., [@B93]).

Thermodynamic and hydrological modeling constraints put the most likely regions for stable liquid water at depths on the scale of kilometers (Stamenković *et al*., [@B186] abstract 5052; see [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The existence of widespread liquid groundwater is supported by (i) the measured deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio (D/H), which indicates that the total water loss since the Hesperian has only been about 60 m (interquartile range 30--120; Grimm *et al*., [@B63]); (ii) geological evidence suggesting that ancient Mars up to the late Hesperian (∼3 Ga) possessed a 0.5--1 km thick global equivalent layer (GEL) of H~2~O (Carr, [@B16]); and (iii) modern-day heat flow estimates of 25 ± 2 mW/m^2^ (Plesa *et al*., [@B151]). Away from the polar regions, orbiting radar, such as the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS), have difficulties detecting groundwater beneath a depth of a few hundred meters. Hence, it is feasible that widespread martian groundwater has so far remained undetectable, although there is radar evidence for liquid water beneath the South Polar Layered Deposits (Orosei *et al*., [@B140]).

![Schematic cross-section showing the "deep" subsurface exploration target on Mars, with the range of depths of interest. The concept illustrated here is VALKYRIE, which would sound for liquid groundwater and constrain geochemical gradients with depth to establish the first reconnaissance of the martian subsurface habitability trades with depth. Liquid water is expected at depths of kilometers (illustrated with blue shading), but salty brines could possibly exist at shallower depths. Orbiting radar suggest that large-scale brine bodies are not common at depths shallower than ∼200 m (illustrated by the purple shading; see Stamenković *et al.,* [@B187]). Shown by Stamenković *et al.* ([@B187] abstract 5045) at the conference.](ast.2020.2237_figure4){#f4}

Organisms with similar metabolisms to those found in the deep subsurface on Earth could exist in the deep subsurface of Mars today (Tarnas *et al*., [@B199] abstract 5104), powered by these same water-rock reactions that require the common geochemical ingredients of radionuclides, water, and reduced Fe in silicates and sulfides. CO~2~, which is also a requirement for some of these terrestrial autotrophs, is likely present in the martian subsurface as it is in Earth\'s deep subsurface (*e.g.,* Ward *et al*., [@B212]). If CH~4~, produced either via methanogenesis or abiotic Fischer--Tropsch type (FTT) reactions, is available in the martian crust as it is in Earth\'s subsurface (Sherwood Lollar *et al*., [@B180], [@B181]), then methanotrophic metabolisms could also exist (Harris *et al*., [@B64] abstract 5050). The presence of CO and/or O~2~ could support additional metabolisms in the deep martian subsurface (Stamenković *et al*., [@B185], [@B187] abstract 5045; King *et al*., [@B86] abstract 5029). The habitability of deep martian subsurface sites is probably very high, as *in situ* physicochemical conditions likely yield sufficient Gibbs free energy for various microbial metabolisms to proceed (*e.g.,* Jones *et al*., [@B82]; Harris *et al*., [@B64] abstract 5050). These microbial communities could persist over geological timescales, segregated from increasingly inhospitable surface conditions.

The advantage of potentially habitable deep subsurface environments (where liquid water could continuously exist at depths of several kilometers) is that any martian subsurface life would reside in potentially similar chemical and physical conditions as deep subsurface life does on Earth. Also, deep subsurface life may not need to devote cellular maintenance energy to combat oxidative stress, desiccation, radiation, high salinity, and ultracold conditions that are ubiquitous features of near-surface martian environments including near-surface salts, regolith, or ices.

### 3.2.3. Exploration opportunities and challenges {#s014}

Exploration of the deep martian subsurface could be the focus of missions to detect extant martian life, as this potentially habitable environment may be the most similar to its Earth analog, which has hosted active microbial ecosystems living in isolation from surface processes for hundreds of millions to billions of years (*e.g.,* Lippmann-Pipke *et al*., [@B108]; Lau *et al*., [@B97]; Li *et al*., [@B105]; Heard *et al*., [@B67]; Warr *et al*., [@B213]; Lollar *et al*., [@B110]). In the deep subsurface, we can infer potential types of metabolisms to look for, including what processes could produce their driving oxidants and reductants, and what materials might be required for those processes to operate (radionuclides, H~2~O, sulfides, ferrous silicates, CO~2~, and CH~4~). The potential long-term (and macroscale) habitability of subsurface sites is particularly amenable to metabolism-driven life-detection strategies.

Transient electromagnetic (TEM) sounding from the martian surface could be used to characterize subsurface groundwater inventories and chemistries with small spacecraft (target price cap \<\$250 M for three small landers) or a Discovery to New Frontiers class budget mission with one single heritage-based Insight-type lander. TEM tools are very common on Earth, and a Mars-applicable conceptual device called TH~2~OR ([T]{.ul}ransmissive [H~2~O R]{.ul}econnaissance) is currently being developed at NASA\'s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), with Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 6 anticipated within the next 2--3 years (Stamenković *et al*., [@B186] abstract 5052). Aside from sounding, drilling would significantly aid in characterizing modern-day subsurface habitability. A mission concept called VALKYRIE ([V]{.ul}olatiles [A]{.ul}nd [L]{.ul}ife: [K]{.ul}e[Y R]{.ul}econnaissance and [I]{.ul}n-situ [E]{.ul}xploration; Stamenković *et al*., [@B187] abstract 5045) envisions a lander with a liquid water TEM sounder to measure depth, volume, and salinity of liquid water, a deep drill to access the subsurface, a heat probe (not on a mole, but as a sensor on the drill), and a surface biogeochemical analysis package of variable complexity depending on budget. This package could include a Raman spectrometer for *in situ* characterization of organic species (*e.g.,* Eshelman *et al*., [@B49]); a Tunable Laser Spectrometer (TLS) to detect trace gases, their isotopic compositions, and spatiotemporal variations in their fluxes (*e.g.,* C.R. Webster *et al*., [@B214]); and instruments such as the Mars 2020 heritage-based Planetary Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry (PIXL) to characterize chemical variations associated with different rock/ice/salt facies (*e.g.,* Allwood *et al*., [@B2]). A drill reaching depths of tens to hundreds of meters would reach deep enough to make these relevant measurements without actually sampling the potentially habitable zones which may exist at greater depths, possibly kilometers below the surface. This would provide a first reconnaissance of the diverse conditions which would affect habitability in the subsurface.

More sophisticated extensions to this concept would extend the drilling depth to where TEM soundings detect liquid water, which is expected to be at a depth of ∼kilometers, and could add more advanced life-detection tools to search for actively metabolizing organisms, or surface mobility to extend the exploration area (Stamenković *et al*., [@B186] abstract 5052). Subsurface exploration of Mars is also a key testing ground for technologies required for subsurface exploration of icy moons and *in situ* resource utilization for future human exploration of Mars. Current drilling technologies, reaching depths of 10--20 m autonomously, have a TRL of ∼5--6, can be sterilized to Viking standards, and can bring cores to the surface for analyses, preserving stratigraphy and orientation (Zacny *et al*., [@B226]; Bar-Cohen *et al*., [@B4]; Eshelman *et al*., [@B49]). New concepts, such as the Ares Subsurface Great Access and Research Drill (ASGARD) concept (Stamenković *et al*., [@B187] abstract 5045), are being developed at JPL, could extend this depth to 100 + m with a New Frontiers budget using wireline drilling and CO~2~ from the martian atmosphere for power and sterile delivery of samples to the surface.

Density estimates of the martian crust from orbital (Goossens *et al*., [@B62]) and landed (Lewis *et al*., [@B104]) observations indicate that significant quantities of ice and void space (representing caves without connection to the harmful martian atmosphere) likely exist throughout the subsurface. Orbital hyperspectral analysis demonstrates the widespread presence of sulfate and chloride salts on the martian surface (*e.g.,* Ehlmann and Edwards, [@B45]) that may also exist in the subsurface. As such, exploration of the deep subsurface via sounding or drilling may encompass ice, salts, and rock in both the shallow and deep subsurface, possibly allowing for the full diversity of potentially habitable martian environments to be explored in a single campaign (Stamenković *et al*., [@B188]).

### 3.2.4. Summary of key arguments for why the (deep) subsurface is a compelling target for the search for life {#s015}

-   There is evidence that liquid water exists in the deep martian subsurface, although we have thus far been unable to precisely quantify its depth. This environment is inferred to be exceptionally long-lived and stable, similar to its Earth subsurface environment.

-   The terrestrial deep biosphere, which has only recently been discovered, is estimated to be the largest reservoir of cellular biomass on Earth.

-   Putative martian microbes could utilize oxidants and reductants derived from the same geochemical processes that produce oxidants and reductants in Earth\'s deep subsurface (radiolysis, serpentinization, FTT reactions).

3.3. Ice {#s016}
--------

### 3.3.1. What do we know about this environment on Earth as a habitat for extant life? {#s017}

Terrestrial ice is a habitable environment because it experiences conditions that permit microbial growth and metabolism---namely available liquid water, the presence of solutes and substrates, and temperatures compatible with life. Ice\'s psychrophilic inhabitants live in liquid brine microchannels and are metabolically active at subzero temperatures. Some can reproduce at temperatures as low as −18°C (Collins and Buick, [@B24]) in laboratory settings. Evidence of *in situ* subzero activity also exists. For example, O\'Connor *et al*. ([@B135] abstract 5105) showed that ice in lava tube caves on Earth (a possible Mars analog) supports metabolically active bacteria.

Ice has the potential to preserve extant-life biosignatures because constant low temperatures slow chemical, cellular, and biomolecular degradation. On Earth, biological material, organic compounds, and living microorganisms have been found in frozen environments thousands and sometimes millions of years old (Bidle *et al*., [@B7]). Survival time of easily degraded molecules is extended in ice compared to warmer environments. For example, DNA from dead organisms has a theoretical degradation time of approximately 10,000 years in temperate environments (Willerslev *et al*., [@B220]). Cold environments such as ice and permafrost yield 10--100 fold improvements in preservation time (Bakermans and Whyte, [@B3] abstract 5040).

### 3.3.2. What do we know about the potential habitability of this environment on Mars? {#s018}

On Mars, recognized icy environments include massive ice in the polar caps, pore space ice, patchy ice, solid ice, bedded ice, pancake ice, veins of ice and sediment-rich ice (Byrne *et al*., [@B13]; Rummel *et al*., [@B164]; Dundas *et al*., [@B43]). Large areas of the martian northern midlatitudes display periglacial geomorphology, suggesting that ground ice is widespread. Recent meteorite impacts suggest nearly pure ice at \<1 m depth down to 39°N (Byrne *et al*., [@B13]). Orbital neutron spectroscopy shows an elevated hydrogen signal consistent with water ice in the uppermost meter of regolith at mid to high latitudes (Feldman *et al*., [@B52]). Despite these discoveries, ice extent is only broadly characterized. Ice-exposing scarps (Dundas *et al*., [@B43]) and recent impact craters (Byrne *et al*., [@B13]) can locally constrain the depth of the ice. Increased understanding of midlatitude ice formation and modern stability would help prioritize target areas for extant life in the ice on Mars.

Extrapolating from terrestrial analogs, it is plausible that martian subsurface water ice may provide a potentially habitable environment for extant martian microorganisms in concentrated liquid water veins. Theoretically, liquid water can exist as thin films (veins between crystals) down to −56°C in ice (Rummel *et al*., [@B164]). Microorganisms within the original source water are excluded into the liquid veins upon freezing and may persist if the veins remain large enough and they are able to derive energy and nutrients from the high concentration of ions and salts (Junge *et al*., [@B84]). The freezing point depression effect of salts (including perchlorate and sulfate salts) may also enhance the habitability of martian ice. Perchlorate salts depress the freezing point of liquid water depending on the associated cations (Ca, Mg, K, Na), enabling liquid brines to potentially exist below −60°C (Chevrier *et al*., [@B19]). Highly concentrated NaClO~4~ is liquid at −73°C and has water activity above 0.6, which is the accepted limit for (terrestrial) life (Toner and Catling, [@B204]).

Search strategies for life on Mars should also consider ice whose habitability may have been higher in the recent past. Liquid water may occur periodically on Mars at the high northern latitudes. These areas have low elevations ([Fig. 5-1](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), so atmospheric pressure is high enough to allow liquid water to form at the surface, and they are rich in near-surface ice ([Fig. 5-2](#f5){ref-type="fig"} from Feldman *et al.,* [@B52]). Mars undergoes large periodic variations in the tilt of its orbit ([Fig. 5-3](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [5-4](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), which causes the insolation in the polar regions to vary significantly. This plays a key role in the potential habitability of this ice. For the past 5 Myr, Mars\' obliquity has oscillated on 125 kyr timescales around a value of 25° ([Fig. 5-5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}); however, from 5 to 10 Myr ago, the mean obliquity was ∼35° and the maximum almost 50° (Laskar *et al*., [@B96]). At these high obliquities, the maximum insolation is up to 2.5 times the present value, and surface temperatures at 68° N latitude exceed 273 K up to 100 days per year (Richardson and Mischna, [@B161]). At the Phoenix landing site at 68° N, ice is only a few centimeters below the surface ([Fig. 5-6](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), and the presence of patches of light-toned ice suggests that thin films of liquid water have migrated through the soil (Mellon *et al.,* [@B124]), implying that the soils experienced warm enough temperatures to allow this. At obliquity of 45°, temperatures allowing microbial metabolism and growth could persist up to 1 m depth for long enough time to allow microbial populations to rebound after dormancy periods (Zent, [@B227]). Potential habitability is enhanced in silty soil with ∼1% perchlorate as measured by Phoenix (Sizemore *et al*., [@B183] abstract 5101).

![Elements supporting the potential habitability of high-latitude ground ice on Mars. 5-1 shows color-coded elevation of Mars. The lowest-lying regions are in the northern hemisphere where atmospheric pressure is high enough to allow pure liquid water to form. 5-2 shows water abundance in the upper meter of the subsurface. Red areas are regions of surface and near subsurface ice. 5-3 shows current Mars axial tilt of 25°, and 5-4 shows Mars at axial tilt of 45° that occurred from 5--10 Myr ago. 5-5 shows how orbital tilt and summer solstice insolation changed over the last 5 Myr at the Phoenix landing site. At high orbital tilt the increased insolation results in summer temperatures that cause melting of ground ice up to 1 m depth. 5-6 shows "segregated" nearly pure ice just below the surface seen by the Phoenix mission. Shown by Stoker ([@B191] abstract 5107).](ast.2020.2237_figure5){#f5}

### 3.3.3. Exploration opportunities and challenges {#s019}

Ice-rich terrains on Mars are well characterized and generally accessible sites in which to search for potential modern life on Mars. Potential missions to search for life in the ice-rich martian terrains were reviewed (Eigenbrode *et al*., [@B46] abstract 5020; Stoker, [@B191] abstract 5107; see [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). These missions are enabled by advances in automated drilling technology, and 1 and 2 m drilling systems will be flown in the near future. Stoker ([@B191] abstract 5107) reviewed the proposed Icebreaker Discovery Class mission that plans to return to the Phoenix landing site and search for biosignatures of life, using the same lander system as Phoenix and InSight. The proposed payload includes a 1 m augering drill to retrieve samples to be analyzed by (1) a gas chromatograph--mass spectrometer that chemically separates compounds relevant to biological processes prior to volatilization and has sufficient sensitivity to reveal features that may distinguish between biotic and abiotic sources; (2) the Signs of Life Detector (SOLID) (Parro *et al*., [@B147]) that uses immunoassay to search for larger peptide compounds only produced biologically; and (3) the Wet Chemistry Laboratory to measure soluble ions that provide potential sources of nutrients and metabolic energy for life. Like Phoenix, Icebreaker would land in Northern spring and have a short mission duration limited by seasonal sunlight availability. Alternatively, many potential sites with near subsurface midlatitude ice could be explored with a rover carrying a drill. The ExoMars rover\'s 2 m core drilling system could reach and sample ground ice with (presumably) minimal modification. Other scenarios reviewed at the meeting (Eigenbrode *et al*., [@B46] abstract 5020) involve multiple assets, such as a rover capable of high-resolution remote sensing and ground-ice sample acquisition that delivers samples to a laboratory lander nearby, or multiple small rovers networked and operating autonomously with a base spacecraft orbiter, or a human-staffed space station. This type of approach would be advantageous for expandable mission scenarios that would also be capable of addressing other science objectives.

![Schematic of rovers operating a drill on Mars to access pockets of ice in the near subsurface. The critical depth marks the boundary in which conditions favored recent habitability (within 10 Myr at a time of high obliquity) in terms of both water activity and radiation tolerance. Current models place the critical depth at 0.5--2.5 m depending on location. Schematic modified from an original produced by NASA/JPL.](ast.2020.2237_figure6){#f6}

A better understanding of midlatitude ice formation and modern stability would help prioritize target areas for searching for extant life in ices on Mars. Experiments should be done under a variety of Mars-like conditions, including with salts that can depress the freezing point of water interlayered or mixed with permafrost (ice/regolith). More detailed experiments and modeling would help determine the extent to which metabolism and the growth of microbes in subsurface ice in the midlatitudes is possible under varying conditions (*e.g.,* at different obliquities, salt concentrations). Such modelling and experimentation could greatly inform the sampling strategy and also constrain the potential risk of biological contamination from human missions to ice-rich areas.

### 3.3.4. Summary of key arguments for why ice is a compelling target for the search for life {#s020}

-   Permafrost and ice mixed with soil or sediments may have all the components needed for modern martian life including (1) Chemical and mineral compositions that can release soluble nutrients; (2) Electron donors and electron acceptors; and (3) Sufficient carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus to enable biological reproduction and growth.

-   Temperatures in shallow subsurface ice vary quasi-periodically, driven by insolation changes associated with orbital forcing; some periods may allow shallow subsurface ice to be warm enough for brine stability. Indigenous martian life may have evolved to be able to inhabit this environment at temperatures significantly lower than those that exist in terrestrial ice.

-   Ice is widespread in the near-surface of Mars, existing from ∼35--90° N latitude and about ∼45--90° S latitude. Many ice-rich targets in the near subsurface are easily accessible for exploration and sampling.

3.4. Salts {#s021}
----------

### 3.4.1. What do we know about this environment on Earth as a habitat for extant life? {#s022}

Salts and saturated brines on Earth exhibit many unique and compelling qualities that make them relevant to the search for extant life on Mars (Mancinelli *et al*., [@B117]). Earth has been covered by salty oceans from an early time in its history, commencing soon after the formation of the planet 4.6 billion years ago. Through the process of wetting and drying, brines, evaporates, and salts have been deposited globally over time. These hypersaline environments have been and continue to be highly productive biologically, with the development of diverse microbial communities, including phototrophs, lithotrophs, and heterotrophs, giving rise to dense microbial mats and stromatolites (DasSarma and Arora, [@B31]; DasSarma *et al*., [@B34]; Perl and Baxter, [@B149]). Halophilic microbial communities formed more than a billion years ago and are preserved as fossilized stromatolites, and they still form in brines and evaporites on modern Earth. Within salt deposits, enclosed brine fluids can be preserved, whether fluids are recent (active groundwater movement) or geologically old (closed aquifers). These brine environments have been of great interest to evolutionary biologists due to isolated extant microorganisms, potentially as evidence of ancient biology. As a result, the importance of the salt-water nexus for supporting life in general cannot be overstated, given the universal role of cellularity and chemiosmotic coupling for bioenergetics on Earth (Schoepp-Cothenet *et al*., [@B165]).

Salts have outstanding preservation potential for biological materials, underscored by the finding of complex microbial communities contained in minerals and fluid inclusions on Earth (Holt and Powers, [@B68] abstract 5046). Moreover, modern stratified communities of endolithic phototrophs have been found associated with gypsum crusts, and entrapped halophilic bacteria and archaea have been isolated from halite crystals, with striking and easily detectable carotenoid pigment biosignatures (see, *e.g.,* [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}; DasSarma *et al*., [@B34]*;* DasSarma and DasSarma, [@B33] abstract 5092; Perl *et al*., [@B150] abstract 5031). Additionally, halite, gypsum, and other minerals offer radiation protection by attenuating UV light, a significant challenge on the surface of Mars, with deliquescence protecting from long-term desiccation, and hydrated and hygroscopic evaporites representing additional potential liquid water sources for extant life (Davila *et al*., [@B36]). As a result, salts provide highly desirable microenvironments in the search for life on Mars (Davila and Schulze-Makuch, [@B35]; Schulze-Makuch, [@B173] abstract 5009). Finally, salts and evaporites may also contain trapped chemicals potentially resulting from ongoing evolutionary processes, which may be readily detected as a result of concentration of dissolved components (Zorzano *et al*., [@B229]; Clark and Kolb, [@B21] abstract 5008). For example, iron is widely distributed on Mars and is essential to life on Earth due to its role in electron transfer reactions, and its salt solutions exhibit low eutectic temperatures, making such concentrated brines potentially favorable for supporting life or its emergence (Chevrier and Altheide, [@B18]). Salts also extend the temperature range for liquid water by freezing point depression and formation of supercooled liquids, forming in ice veins, and expanding the possibility of supporting life processes over a wide temperature range, not only on Earth but on even colder worlds, including the near-surface of Mars (Toner *et al*., [@B205]). Evaporitic environments therefore represent excellent targets for discovery science missions to Mars related to the origin of life, persistence of life, and finding extant life.

![Examples of terrestrial microbes that can be found in salt deposits. Left: Pigmented halophilic microorganisms such as haloarchaea may survive entombed in halite crystals and are detectable from spectroscopic properties of carotenoids. Adapted from *Microbe,* Vol 5, no. 3, cover image, courtesy of Priya DasSarma and Christopher Jacob, UMB ©ASM, and shown at the conference by DasSarma (DasSarma and DasSarma, [@B33] abstract 5092). Right: Stratified endolithic halophilic microbial communities are common below the gypsum layer, such as in White Sands National Monument, New Mexico, and display characteristic red and green layers. Courtesy of Benjamin Brunner and Jie Xu, UTEP. Shown at the conference by Xu (LaJoie *et al.,* [@B94] abstract 5051).](ast.2020.2237_figure7){#f7}

### 3.4.2. What do we know about the potential habitability of this environment on Mars? {#s023}

Although Cl atoms are ubiquitous and detected at unusually high levels in soils, rocks, and sediments by all surface missions to Mars, the values typically cluster between 0.5 and 1.5 wt % Cl, and levels above 4 wt % NaCl equivalent are rare (Clark and Kounaves, [@B22]). However, environments much higher in Cl have been discovered and extensively mapped from orbit, with many sites in local depressions and higher terrains resulting from surface runoff, groundwater upwelling, and hydrothermal activity (Osterloo *et al*., [@B141]). For example, the Eastern Margaritifer Terra in the equatorial region contains mineral precipitation in upwelling fluids from crater floor fractures and was rated highly for the Mars 2020 landing site, while Columbus Crater in Terra Sirenum contains groundwater-fed paleolakes with evaporite salts and is being considered as a human exploration zone (Wray *et al*., [@B224]; R.J. Thomas *et al*., [@B203]). Jezero Crater, the selected Mars 2020 landing site, also contains hydrated minerals in outflow deposits within the river deltas that have been captured by the CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) and HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment) instruments on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. If life exists today on Mars, or existed in the recent past, microscopic examination of such evaporite minerals and their fluid inclusions might offer a straightforward and realistic way to confirm its existence, while spectroscopic analyses may uncover biochemicals that represent biosynthetic or breakdown products of life. Moreover, having these features as potential targets for future Mars Sample Return efforts would allow for potentially concentrated organics and extant life analyses within its mineral structure. Salts and brines containing concentrated dissolved solutes and gas pockets could serve as energy and nutrient resources for life (*e.g.,* perchlorates, nitrates, sulfates, organics, methane), with near-surface evaporites additionally providing access to sunlight for potential phototrophic activities (DasSarma and DasSarma, [@B33] abstract 5092; LaJoie *et al*., [@B94] abstract 5051; Lynch *et al*., [@B111], [@B112] abstract 5056; Pavlov *et al*., [@B148] abstract 5057). Consequently, when considering NASA\'s current mission concepts, evaporitic environments at the surface and near subsurface offer targets that are likely to be readily accessible to robotic exploration.

### 3.4.3. Exploration opportunities and challenges {#s024}

For the discovery of extant life at the martian near surface, mobile platforms may be used to locate and sample evaporitic environments in current and future life-detection missions. One major advantage of salts as a potentially habitable microenvironment is that they may provide a protected environment for extant life on Mars very close to the surface and may harbor phototrophs (Davila and Schulze-Makuch, [@B35]; S. DasSarma *et al*., [@B34]). The salts themselves may serve as a UV shield, while allowing the limited sunlight to be accessible to the microbes. Many heritage flight instruments that can detect common biomolecules diagnostic of extant life (nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, pigments, ATP, etc.) already exist, including UV/VIS/IR, MS, fluorescence, and Raman spectrometers, and can be used to characterize brine chemistry (N.H. Thomas *et al*., [@B202]; Stromberg *et al*., [@B194]). Considerable heterogeneity in salts and minerals is expected, characterization of which should be pursued in order to assess the potential of evaporites to harbor life. Perhaps most importantly, improvement of remote microscopic visualization technologies (*e.g.,* the Mars Hand Lens Imager \[MAHLI\] on the Mars Science Laboratory) capable of searching for and imaging fluid inclusions is needed. Among these approaches, the ability to test motility (*e.g.,* photo-attractant \[VIS\] or photo-phobic \[UV\] responses) is highly desirable and could establish properties commonly observed for living microorganisms. This could be used to readily detect life within the brine inclusions. Improved labeled release and chirality tests also will be highly informative, including stimulatory effects from the addition of gases and nutrients. Some of the assays may require testing for potential interference from salts which could challenge some existing analytical methods and warrant appropriate modification prior to use in high-salt environments.

### 3.4.4. Summary of key arguments for why salts and evaporites are compelling targets for the search for life {#s025}

-   On Earth, evaporites and associated brines are known to support a wide diversity of microbial life, phototrophs, lithotrophs, and heterotrophs.

-   Fluid inclusions trapped in solid and crystalline salts (on Earth) contain dissolved chemical nutrients that can support life, with enhanced preservation potential for biological materials, and considerable evidence for extant life itself (possibly of significant geological age).

-   Salt deposits are widespread on the surface of Mars, especially in the southern hemisphere, and are readily accessible by rovers. Near-surface exploration accessibility makes salt deposits a favorable target for exploring for extant life on Mars.

4. Methodologies: A Summary of Possible Approaches and Strategies to Search for Extant Life on Mars {#s026}
===================================================================================================

4.1. Geologically guided search strategies {#s027}
------------------------------------------

### 4.1.1. Overview {#s028}

A geologically guided strategy characterizes promising sites over a range of spatial and temporal scales, linking orbital, rover, rock, mineral, and chemical observations. This approach recognizes that evidence for extant life is likely heterogeneously distributed with respect to both its location and its occurrence in the recent past (*e.g.,* Des Marais, [@B39] abstract 5023). If the origin of a biosignature can be confirmed to be geologically recent, then it likely indicates that life still exists somewhere. Accordingly, determining the age of any promising deposits is centrally important to the search. Critically, a geologically oriented search for extant life investigates multiple indicators of recent environmental conditions and diverse types of biosignatures. Interpretations based upon a mutually consistent array of environmental indicators and potential biosignatures could lead to the most definitive evidence of extant life.

### 4.1.2. Potentially habitable environments differ in "quality." {#s029}

Because habitability is a key prerequisite for life, only locations that were or are plausibly habitable should be considered as potentially harboring extant life on Mars. However, it is important to recognize that while there are many types of habitable environments on Earth, not every habitable environment provides an equal likelihood of encountering life. The spatial heterogeneity within these environments can make life (and the preservation of its signatures) "patchy" in nature, thereby lessening the likelihood of its detection. A geological strategy must assess the heterogeneity of both *spatial* and *temporal* distribution of the most promising sites for exploration. Potentially habitable environments must simultaneously furnish raw materials (C, H, N, O, P, S), a suitable solvent (liquid water), metabolically useful energy, and clement conditions ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Relatively clement conditions of temperature, pH, salinity, radiation protection, and so on are more favorable for life detection because they require less energy to cope with the environment, so life can become more abundant. On Earth, as an environment gradually becomes less favorable, life retreats to "hotspots" in which better conditions may be maintained, creating islands of extant life separated by wide swaths of sterile ground (Davila *et al.,* [@B37]). Likewise, any evidence of martian extant life is very likely to be sparsely distributed, both spatially on the present-day surface and across geologically recent timescales (Boston *et al*., [@B11] abstract 5058). Therefore, the choice of potentially habitable environment is a key part of searching for extant life. While many environments may be *plausibly* habitable, the selection of environments that are *likely* to be habitable will greatly increase the chances of finding extant life and reduce the likelihood of having to search for "a biological needle in an abiotic haystack" (Davila *et al.,* [@B37]).

![Schematic diagrams depicting attributes of habitable environments, types of biosignatures, and issues surrounding the preservation of environmental indicators and biosignatures which can be used to inform the search for evidence of life (from Des Marais, [@B39] abstract 5023).](ast.2020.2237_figure8){#f8}

### 4.1.3. Biosignature types {#s030}

Given our understanding of the "patchy" nature of some potentially habitable environments, on Mars, differences between biosignatures (*i.e.,* biological "signals") and abiotic features (environmental "noise") might be far less distinct than they are on Earth. This is particularly true for "life as we do not know it." Potentially habitable planetary environments also create nonbiological features that can mimic biosignatures, so these environments must be characterized to the extent necessary to confirm the presence of potential biosignatures. To mitigate this issue, a geological strategy would suggest searching for several additional classes of biosignatures, including organic molecules, minerals (Lanza *et al*., [@B95] abstract 5035; Yeager *et al*., [@B225] abstract 5060), other chemistry (Gasda *et al*., [@B57] abstract 5034; Nellessen *et al*., [@B128] abstract 5102), stable isotopic patterns, and biological macrostructures and microstructures (see [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Biosignatures of extant life might have accumulated over time in geologically recent epochs. On Earth, abundant sedimentary bioorganic matter (Des Marais, [@B38]) and ubiquitous Precambrian stromatolitic carbonates (Walter, [@B211]) illustrate how persistent habitable conditions have allowed biosignatures to accumulate over time, thus becoming widespread and abundant. The challenge on Mars, of course, will be to identify and map the distribution of any potentially recent habitable environments.

### 4.1.4. Characterizing environments, biosignatures, and preservation from orbital to microscopic scales {#s031}

With the above understanding of habitability and biosignatures in mind, applying a geological strategy for the search for life on Mars requires an integrated approach to characterizing the martian surface over a range of spatial scales to ensure that signatures of interest are consistent with each other and with the broader context. At the macroscale, orbital observations provide a planet-wide search for evidence of past and (potentially) recent habitable environments (Allen and Oehler, [@B1] abstract 5011; DasSarma and DasSarma, [@B33] abstract 5092; Elaksher, [@B47] abstract 5094; Scuderi *et al*., [@B178] abstract 5043; J.M. Williams *et al*., [@B221] abstract 5021). A key question is how recently and for how long liquid water occurred at localities accessible by spacecraft. Orbital mapping can identify aqueous deposits associated with outflow channels, seeps, deltas, fans, faults, and craters (Newsom *et al*., [@B130] abstract 5049; Scuderi *et al*., [@B178] abstract 5043). Some of these features might be linked to deep aquifers where extant life found refuge from unfavorable surface conditions including changing climate, large impacts, and solar variability (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for more detailed discussion of the subsurface environments). Orbital observations also can map minerals that, on Earth, preserve biosignatures, for example, silica, carbonates, evaporites, phyllosilicates (Farmer, [@B51]), and iron oxides (Hays *et al*., [@B65]). Geomorphological evidence can identify outcrops that were recently exhumed and thus experienced less radiation damage.

At the outcrop scale, sedimentary textures and fabrics can identify key environmental processes and conditions such as subaerial versus subaqueous sedimentation, sedimentation rate, turbulence, salinity, and water depth. At the rock scale, the order and function that are intrinsic to living systems can be expressed as structures characteristic of the organisms themselves and as structures and "bio-fabrics" that they create in their surrounding environments (*e.g.,* S.S. Johnson *et al*., [@B79]). Important examples include cells, organized cell clusters, biofilms, bioherms (mounds built by microbes) and bodies of multicellular life (Des Marais and Jahnke, [@B41]). Many fabrics can survive burial and storage in geological deposits more robustly than the microbes that created them. However, discussions of textures and fabrics were under-represented at this meeting.

At the mineral and grain scale, mineral assemblages characterize environmental conditions such as temperatures, solute concentrations, redox conditions, water-to-rock ratios, and sources and rates of sedimentation. Some carbon-bearing minerals and metal oxides probably occur exclusively because of biological activity (Hazen *et al*., [@B66]). As the major component of living tissue, organic matter is likely to retain diagnostic evidence about the nature of biochemical activity (Des Marais, [@B40]). Some of these compounds can persist as biosignatures in geological deposits. Certain metals occur in relatively smaller abundances but have essential biochemical roles (Lanza *et al*., [@B95] abstract 5035; Yeager *et al*., [@B225] abstract 5060). Biochemical processes also can affect the stable isotopic compositions of reactants and product molecules in ways that differ from those caused by nonbiological processes. A detailed understanding of geological context through multiple observations of habitability and potential biosignatures will point to promising regions on the martian surface that offer the best chance of encountering extant life on Mars.

4.2. Possible detection methods for extant martian life {#s032}
-------------------------------------------------------

### 4.2.1. Overview {#s033}

The operational definition of life from NASA is "a self-sustaining chemical system capable of Darwinian evolution" (Joyce, [@B83]), which includes both life as we know it, based on Earth biochemistry, as well as life based on other exotic biochemistries. This leads to the three different approaches for looking for extant life, which are described below. Depending on the initial assumptions, *in situ* life-detection methods can be either agnostic, meaning that they do not depend upon martian life being similar to terrestrial life, or can be performed under the assumption that any extant life on Mars would be biochemically similar to terrestrial life. The third approach, which requires return of sample material to Earth, would allow for both types of investigations and for a far larger number of measurements than can be made *in situ*.

### 4.2.2. Agnostic life detection {#s034}

When searching for unknown life-forms, without presupposing a terrestrial-like molecular basis, investigation strategies should focus on looking at universal signatures of biology (otherwise known as agnostic biosignatures), rather than on known terrestrial biosignatures. As mentioned above, the first step could focus on chemical analyses, especially those than can be performed using high heritage space-capable instruments. In this step it would be of particular importance to keep in mind that life elsewhere could be composed of biochemistries that are thus far unimaginable to us; therefore it is vital to abstract our search and define certain features of chemistry that we would expect to be present in any form of life (S.S. Johnson *et al*., [@B80] abstract 5026). With this in mind, chemically agnostic biosignatures could involve searching for molecular complexity or patterns of molecular complexity that are distinct from randomly produced structures (see [Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). If a sufficiently complex molecule is found in significant abundance in a sample, it may be a product of biology (Marshall *et al*., [@B120]). Similarly, if only a small subset of molecules within a class are found in an otherwise heterogeneous sample, then logically this could indicate a focused metabolism that may be a product of biology. These analyses could be performed using mass spectrometry with an agnostic approach that assumes that the features of chemical compounds produced by life will be distinct from the random compounds that are produced by abiotic processes in typical space environments (Mahaffy *et al*., [@B116] abstract 5022). Mass spectrometer-based instruments have been used in many Mars missions since the Viking missions. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) allows the isolation of ions of interest, targeting specific species within a complex sample, thereby supporting detailed chemical identification of unknown compounds, and will be used for the first time in space on the ExoMars 2020 rover. The collected mass spectra can then be used to determine if there are fragmentation patterns exhibited by molecules that could potentially be of interest and warrant further investigation (S.S. Johnson *et al*. [@B77]b abstract 5026). Another proposed avenue to explore is to look for the presence of polymers with a constrained set of building blocks (Benner [@B6] abstract 5112), which is proposed to be an essential component of biology (by expanding the chemical space through functional polymers, and the safeguard of propagatable information) (S.S. Johnson *et al*., [@B77]b abstract 5026). Other standard chemical biosignatures that are agnostic of the biochemistry are overabundance of certain elements and isotopes, enantiomeric excess within a class of compounds, or an overabundance of chiral compounds in general. These chemical analyses can be conducted with instruments such as mass spectrometry, vibrational spectroscopy, or fluorescence.

![Some examples of measurements that could be made in support of Mars extant life detection. There are a range of potential biosignatures that can be detected which range from materials that could be either biotic or abiotic in origin (left) to materials that are very unlikely to be produced in the absence of life (right). Detection of multiple "life signatures" would provide strong evidence for the presence of life, while abiotic signatures could provide important context. Shown by Mahaffy *et al.* ([@B116] abstract 5022; from Getty, [@B59]) at the conference.](ast.2020.2237_figure9){#f9}

Another agnostic biosignature discussed was complexity (or heterogeneity), which can be explored through the newly proposed "fingerprinting" method (Johnson *et al*., [@B78]). This method makes use of robust technologies of oligonucleotide amplification and sequencing, and exploits these oligonucleotide propensities to form a plethora of structures with affinity and specificity for a wide variety of molecules (Stoltenburg *et al*., [@B193]; James Cleaves *et al*., [@B76]; Sun and Zu, [@B195]). These binding affinities can then be explored through the utilization of miniaturized nanopore sequencing and amplification techniques to look for diversity in binding sites. By looking at the diversity of oligonucleotides binding to a sample of interest, and subjecting it to statistical data analyses, we can look for diversity in binding sites that could be reflective of a living, informational system (S.S. Johnson *et al*., [@B77]b abstract 5026).

There are many reasons why life, whatever its biochemistry, should be expected to be encapsulated or at least structurally separated from, and thus different from, its environment. As Orgel pointed out, "Molecules that stay together evolve together" (Orgel, [@B139]), as Darwinian evolution is facilitated by colocalization of informational and functional molecules (Szostak *et al*., [@B196]). Therefore, we can make use of established imaging methods in order to look for structural and textural differences within the sample that might indicate some sort of cellular or localized structure, as well as larger structural differences that could signal some sort of organism or ecosystem (or part thereof). These analyses can be done with various microscopic techniques (*e.g.,* holographic, AFM, SEM). Similarly, we can use imaging tools to look for motility, which could represent one of the clearest visible signs of life, especially if the motion is clearly distinguishable from random Brownian motion or motion due to other environmental forces, and especially if the motion seems directed toward an available energy or nutrient source. Vibrational spectroscopy, in particular, was proposed as a method to detect motility (J.C. Johnson *et al*., [@B77] abstract 5079). Motility in combination with a chemical analysis of the putative organism indicating patterns of complexity would be compelling evidence of possible biology.

Another type of biosignature proposed to be agnostic is detection of the presence of an active metabolism or disequilibrium redox reactions inconsistent with abiotic processes. As metabolism is central to biology, it is consistently listed as a highly relevant type of biosignature (Neveu *et al*., [@B129]). We can look at active metabolism through consumption/release of compounds (*e.g.,* respirometry) or through changes in energy (*e.g.,* calorimetry and electrochemistry) that are distinct from abiotic oxidation processes (S.S. Johnson *et al*., [@B77]b abstract 5026). One example is the use of a redox indicator and infrared thermometry to detect biological activity irrespective of carbon chemistry (Koeppel *et al*., [@B91] abstract 5100). Another experiment, though at the time targeted toward only Earth-known biochemistry, was performed on Mars (*i.e.,* Viking Labeled Release experiment) in order to detect the metabolism of radio-labeled carbon substrates. This set of experiments remains the only *in situ* life-detection effort ever undertaken on another planet (Levin, [@B102] abstract 5002).

### 4.2.3. Earth-like life detection {#s035}

To look for biosignatures of life on Mars with familiar biochemistry (in other words, life based on the same chemical building blocks and that shares the same heritage to life on Earth), the analysis of the collected data can focus on known chemical or physical signatures that may be detected with space-capable instruments. Some known chemical biosignatures presented and discussed at the meeting include organic biomarkers such as fatty acids (Li *et al*., [@B106] abstract 5027; A.J. Williams *et al*., [@B222] abstract 5016), amino acids (Walker *et al*., [@B210] abstract 5103) or biological gases (K.D. Webster, [@B215] abstract 5048), isotopic biosignatures such as sulfur (Mansor *et al*., [@B118] abstract 5018), and inorganic signatures such as manganese minerals (Lanza *et al*., [@B95] abstract 5035) or volatiles (Garvin *et al*., [@B56] abstract 5097). These suites of analyses can potentially be performed using mass spectrometers and spectroscopic instruments that have high heritage in space exploration (Mahaffy *et al*., [@B115]; Wiens *et al*., [@B219]). Mass spectrometer--based techniques are among the essential tools needed to search for carbon-based biosignatures. Furthermore, gas chromatography--mass spectrometry (GC-MS) aids in the identification of nonpolar compounds, and chemical derivatization coupled with GC-MS can even help elucidate more polar compounds such as amino acids (and can quantify the stereochemistry of targeted molecules \[Mahaffy *et al*., [@B116] abstract 5022\]). Laser desorption ionization--mass spectrometry (LDI-MS) can help mitigate the potential combustion or degradation of organic compounds resulting from pyrolysis techniques amplified by the presence of highly oxidant species on the martian surface (Li *et al*., [@B106] abstract 5027). MS/MS, on the other hand, is able to detect and identify organic molecular structures with a large mass range (up to 1000 Da) (Li *et al*., [@B106] abstract 5027).

Physical biosignatures include macroscopic or microscopic structures that are exhibited by life. For example, stromatolites (microbially influenced sedimentary structures) can contain valuable information about the provenance of such morphological signatures (*i.e.,* the presence of a microbiota) and about the levels of diagenetic and metamorphic changes that the structures experienced (Cady *et al*., [@B15]). The Mars 2020 mission will analyze outcrops at Jezero Crater, which was shown to have high preservation potential. Therefore, it is important to understand how structures are made within the geochemical and lithographical context of the depositional environment (Glamoclija *et al*., [@B61] abstract 5041) in order to fully elucidate their potential biogenicity. These structural biosignatures can be analyzed *in situ* using spectroscopic instruments on board the Mars 2020 rover or other current surface rovers. Microscopic physical biosignatures can range from microfossils to biofilms. Though the biogenicity of ancient Earth microfossils remains controversial (Brasier *et al*., [@B12]; Schopf *et al*., [@B166]), efforts have been made to enhance detection strategies using Raman spectroscopy (Foucher *et al*., [@B55]) and thus have been proposed in space missions as well such as ExoMars 2020. Biofilms, on the other hand, can be detected using microscopy (*i.e.,* SEM) (Spilde *et al*., [@B184] abstract 5036). Fluorescence microscopy combined with microfluidics was also proposed, as it can provide data on the presence of cellular structure, showing not only simple and complex building blocks and information storage molecules (nucleic acids) but also the environmental parameters (pH, redox potential, conductivity) of the sample matrix (Quinn *et al*., [@B157] abstract 5032).

Another type of biosignature of familiar life is the presence of an active metabolism through direct detection of known metabolites (Benner, [@B6] abstract 5112) such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (Novak *et al*., [@B134] abstract 5005). Metabolic activity of familiar life could be determined by measuring trace gases such as methane (Allen and Oehler, [@B1] abstract 5011; Chen and Yung, [@B17] abstract 5061), H~2~, CO (Garvin *et al*., [@B56] abstract 5097) and complex volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Lee *et al*., [@B98] abstract 5095) respired or consumed by extant life. The uptake of labeled isotopes (C, N, S) such as in the Viking Labeled Release experiment can provide data on metabolic activity and the enantiomer ratio (chirality) of the sample (Levin, [@B102] abstract 5002; Mackelprang *et al*., [@B113] abstract 5015; Mardon *et al*., [@B119] abstract 5071). Finally, it is important to note that the definitiveness of these results would be dependent on our ability to distinguish signals from noise and would depend on individual results within the context of the entirety of the results.

### 4.2.4. Concepts for Mars Sample Return {#s036}

Conference attendees agreed that we would be able to detect extant life in a sample return mission using modern biological techniques with the suite of instruments at our disposal on Earth---if the life-forms present were based on Earth biogeochemistry ([Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). This is based on the assumption that the collected sample has been returned without getting contaminated during collection or transportation. Meanwhile, it is important to note that if the life-form were based on another biochemistry, modern techniques might be too specific. We determined that using a well-designed suite of multiple advanced detection techniques, which provide complementary information for life detection, would be especially important. The advantage of a return mission would thus be in the ability to access a multitude of more sensitive instruments and wide-ranging laboratory techniques than is possible for *in situ* missions. We agreed that life-detection instrument development programs should be a priority and that more research should be conducted to understand what signals of life may be universal and how to best detect those.

![Summary of methods commonly used in terrestrial samples for detecting live, dead, and dormant cells---all of these could be applied to the problem of Mars extant life detection. Note that some of the key measurements on this figure are not currently possible at Mars and would require Mars Sample Return. Shown by Mackelprang *et al.* ([@B113] abstract 5015) at the conference.](ast.2020.2237_figure10){#f10}

### 4.2.5. Summary {#s037}

Once a promising environment for searching for extant life is selected for exploration using the strategies described in Section 4.1 and a mission is selected to be sent there, the next step would be target selection and analysis. The first phase of analyses could be to determine molecular composition, including the complexity, abundance, isotopic composition, and chirality of the compounds present. The second step of data collection could then be focused on the structure and texture of the sample, morphology, the potential presence of cellular structures or motility. A subsequent set of data collection could be used look for the presence of an active metabolism through consumption/release of compounds (*e.g.,* respirometry), through changes in energy utilization (*e.g.,* calorimetry and electrochemistry), or disequilibrium redox reactions inconsistent with abiotic processes. The definitiveness of these results would be dependent on our ability to distinguish signals from noise and would depend on individual results within the context of the entirety of the results.

Future missions would therefore benefit from the development of instruments capable of direct and unambiguous detection of extant life *in situ*, and improvements are needed in capabilities for sample preparation to optimize biosignature detection. Spacecraft resources should support a sufficient number of sample analyses to support replicate analyses, positive and negative controls. Contamination control should be coupled with contamination knowledge so that Earth-sourced material can be eliminated as a possible source of any biological material discovered in martian samples.

4.3. Possible constraints relevant to the search for extant martian life derived from laboratory experiments {#s038}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.3.1. Overview {#s039}

Laboratory simulations to constrain the search for martian extant life are interdisciplinary research endeavors involving biologists, chemists, geologists, planetary scientists, and physicists. On Earth, simulation facilities and chambers have been built to mimic martian surface and subsurface conditions (see, *e.g.,* [Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}), enabling studies into potential microbiology, biosignature detection, degradation of organics, geochemical processes, and instrumentation tests (see reviews by Fairén *et al*., [@B50]; Olsson-Francis and Cockell, [@B136]; Rabbow *et al*., [@B158]; Schwendner and Schuerger, [@B177]). Mars simulators have ranged from small low-cost desiccators connected to pumps and controllers (*e.g.,* Schuerger *et al*., [@B172]; [Fig. 11A](#f11){ref-type="fig"} and [11B](#f11){ref-type="fig"}), to mid-sized chambers composed of stainless steel vessels simulating up to five concomitant environmental stressors (*e.g.,* ten Kate *et al*., [@B200]; Schuerger *et al*., [@B171]; Fischer *et al*., [@B53]; Martin and Cockell, [@B121]; dos Santos *et al*., [@B42]; [Fig. 11C](#f11){ref-type="fig"}), and up to large complex systems (*e.g.,* Sears *et al*., [@B179]; Rabbow *et al*., [@B158]). Martian conditions have also been simulated by wind tunnels and tumbling carousels that mimic saltation processes, while analog terrestrial habitats, including Earth\'s stratosphere, provide important links between lab experiments and models (Olsson-Francis and Cockell, [@B136]; Rabbow *et al*., [@B158]; P. DasSarma and DasSarma, [@B32]). These topics were discussed in a number of papers given at the conference (Glamoclija *et al*., [@B61] abstract 5041; Kring, [@B92] abstract 5081; LaJoie *et al*., [@B94] abstract 5051; Novak *et al*., [@B134] abstract 5005; Viola and McKay, [@B208] abstract 5099).

![Mars simulators can be relatively simple with low-cost controllers (**A**) or connected to polycarbonate desiccators (**B**) (see Schwendner and Schuerger, [@B176] abstract 5006). In contrast, more complicated Mars simulators (**C**; from Schuerger and Britt, [@B168] abstract 5004; Schuerger *et al.,* [@B171]) are generally required to simulate additional environmental parameters (e.g., UV flux on Mars) while concomitantly holding low temperature, low pressure, and CO~2~-enriched hypoxic conditions. All simulators have caveats on what and how to recreate surface conditions on Mars, but simulation experiments are essential to close the knowledge gaps among analog research, planetary missions, and habitability models.](ast.2020.2237_figure11){#f11}

### 4.3.2. Constraints on conducting Mars simulations {#s040}

Even with the best Mars simulators, there are no *"perfect"* lab simulations; all such experiments have inherent caveats and can only recreate a subset of the conditions present on Mars. For example, several recent papers on the habitability of Mars (Beaty *et al*., [@B5]; Fairén *et al*., [@B50]; Stoker *et al*., [@B192]; Rummel *et al*., [@B164]; Cockell *et al*., [@B23]) have identified up to 22 biocidal stressors on the surface or shallow subsurface. Testing all possible combinations of these factors is not possible now or any time in the future---that is, 22! = 10^21^ possible treatment combinations, which are not falsifiable in the extreme as an aggregate. In fact, even testing all possible combinations of four or five factors can be very problematic (*i.e.,* 4! = 24 combinations; 5! = 120 combinations). Furthermore, searching for life on Mars is inherently biased by our understanding of life\'s evolution and ecology on Earth (Schulze-Makuch *et al*., [@B175]; Cabrol, [@B14]; and see Wade and Lenski, [@B209] abstract 5053). However, prebiotic chemistry experiments may inform our understanding of possible forms of extinct or extant martian life (Gasda *et al*., [@B57] abstract 5034; Hoog *et al*., [@B69] abstract 5098), as well as environments that could support the emergence of life (Ricardo *et al*., [@B159]; Stephenson *et al*., [@B189]).

Although lab simulations have inherent caveats---like all experiments and models---lab studies with Mars simulators will remain key components for the search for life on Mars for several reasons. First, lab simulations allow empirical and theoretical linkage among Earth analog sites, Mars *in situ* sites, thermodynamics, geochemistry, hydrology, and biology without requiring a physical presence on Mars. Until biological research labs are built on Mars, Earth lab simulations combined with fieldwork in extreme environments will be our best means of investigating possible constraints on extant martian life. Second, lab simulators are required because many environmental conditions on Mars do not naturally occur on Earth. For example, the atmospheric pressures on Earth and Mars range between 33 kPa (peak of Mt. Everest) to 101.3 kPa (sea level) compared to 0.2 kPa (peak of Mt. Olympus) to 1.2 kPa (bottom of Hellas Basin), respectively. Such low pressures for Mars only exist on Earth in the middle stratosphere at an altitude of 30--50 km (Schuerger and Nicholson, [@B170]). Other diverse conditions present on Mars that are not typically encountered on Earth are UV irradiation between 190 and 300 nm, increased ionizing radiation from galactic sources and solar output, a CO~2~-dominant hypoxic gas mixture, extremes in desiccation, high salts, extreme low temperatures, and volatile oxidants (Olsson-Francis and Cockell, [@B136]; Rabbow *et al*., [@B158]; Rowe *et al*., [@B163] abstract 5010; Schwendner and Schuerger, [@B177]). Third, in order to combine geochemistry, thermodynamics of liquid water, and biology in future life-detection instruments, lab experiments under Mars-relevant conditions cannot be easily designed without appropriate simulators. And lastly, experimental data from simulators, martian soil simulants, and analog sites are required to populate and validate models, and are essential to developing life-detection instruments (Koeppel *et al*., [@B91] abstract 5100; Tarasashvili and Aleksidze, [@B197] abstract 5014; Walker *et al*., [@B210] abstract 5103).

### 4.3.3. Lessons learned from lab simulations {#s041}

Several discoveries derived from Earth-based and space-based Mars studies have led to potential guiding tenets to follow when searching for an extant microbial community on Mars. The biocidal and inhibitory stressors on the surface of Mars are generally perceived to be extreme enough that they may prevent the persistence of extant life at the surface (Schwendner and Schuerger, [@B176] abstract 5006). First, almost all UV-irradiation assays conducted under diverse simulated martian conditions support the conclusion that Earth microorganisms may not have evolved protective features that grant *immunity* to solar UV irradiation (*e.g.,* see reviews by Nicholson *et al*., [@B131]; Horneck *et al*., [@B70]; Schwendner and Schuerger, [@B177]) and that an extant microbiota might fall under a similar range of sensitivity as found for terrestrial life. Only UV-protected niches offer adequate shielding to allow adaptation to the martian surface, which could be achieved with just a few millimeters of overlying regolith (Rummel *et al*., [@B164]). Water activity (*a*~w~) \< 0.61 is the second dominant biocidal stressor on the surface of Mars that could prevent microbial replication (Rummel *et al*., [@B164]). However, inadequate work has been conducted to completely rule out the presence of higher *a*~w~ (*i.e.,* 0.61--1.0) in microniches in rocks or regolith at the surface of Mars. And third, low-pressure (0.2--1.2 kPa), oligotrophic conditions of the regolith, a CO~2~-enriched hypoxic atmosphere, high salts, and generally low temperatures on the surface of Mars suggest that if extant martian life is present it will be pushed to the limits of growth also observed for many extremophilic species and communities on Earth. Thus, given these and other extremes (see above) at the surface of Mars, the collective body of experimental data would seem to imply that shallow subsurface locations (at least 1--10 m deep) and deeper subterranean niches (*e.g.,* caves, buried ices and salts, and deep regolith) may be the best locations to search for an extant microbiota on Mars.

5. Discussion {#s042}
=============

Conference discussions were carried out at multiple levels. These involved (A) Short presentation-level discussions at the end of each oral talk; (B) Somewhat longer session-level discussions after each session, which allowed the papers in a given session to be compared and contrasted; (C) Theme-based small-group discussion/integration processes, which resulted in consolidated messages from oral, poster, and print-only abstracts; and (D) Presentation and discussion of the consolidated messages in the conference\'s concluding session. Based on these discussions, the following consensus positions were developed: (1)A significant subset of the actively publishing Mars science community who are experts in various disciplines of relevance to interpreting habitability and astrobiology concluded that there exists a realistic possibility that Mars hosts indigenous microbial life and that there are testable hypotheses for seeking it. As such, the conference participants concluded that the search for extant life on Mars remains an important scientific objective.(2)A powerful theme that permeated the conference is that the key to the search for martian extant life lies in identifying and exploring refugia (*i.e.,* "oases"), where conditions are either permanently or episodically significantly more hospitable than average, that is, the "Refugium Model." Martian life, if it was once more widespread, could have retreated to one or more of these refugia, where it may have been able to survive long-term.(3)Based on our existing knowledge of Mars, four martian environments were highlighted during the course of the conference as having the potential to be such refugia. For each of these, multiple advocates were present at the conference.(a)Caves(b)Deep subsurface sites(c)Ices(d)SaltsWe are aware that other possible refugia have been hypothesized in the literature (*e.g.,* recurring slope lineae), but they were not discussed at this conference.(4)The conference group did not attempt to reach a consensus prioritization of these candidate environments. There are multiple considerations that would go into such an evaluation, including overall potential for a discovery of life, the difficulty of accessing the environments, and the potential issues with performing conclusive measurements. The group was most comfortable with prioritizing these options by means of a future competitive process involving mission proposals.(5)There is an important implication of the "Refugia Model": If environments exist where conditions are significantly better than average, there must also be complementary environments where conditions are significantly worse than average. One example of the latter might be the surface and very shallow subsurface regolith on Mars. It is recognized, however, that we cannot reach definitive conclusions about what conditions would be truly inhospitable for martian life until we discover it and measure its properties.(6)Geological strategies to search for biosignatures could potentially be used to help identify locations with the best probability of detecting extant life, sites in which extant life is currently absent but was present in the recent past, and sites containing traces of extant life delivered from elsewhere. "Geological" biosignatures include certain organic and inorganic compounds, minerals, sedimentary structures, morphologies, textures, and stable isotopic patterns. The temporal and spatial distribution of any biosignatures of extant life may be highly heterogeneous due to the processes that control habitability and preservation. A key challenge is to identify and visit sites where any biosignatures are both accessible and sufficiently abundant to be detectible. If the origin of biosignatures can be confirmed as geologically recent, then they probably indicate that life still exists somewhere.(7)A number of different measurement techniques to detect evidence of extant life (if present) have been proposed. Again, it was not within the scope of this conference to prioritize these measurement techniques---that is best left for the competitive process. One important note: The number and sensitivities of detection methods that could be implemented if samples were returned to Earth greatly exceed the methodologies that could be used on Mars.(8)Important lessons to guide extant life search processes can be derived both from experiments carried out in terrestrial laboratories and on terrestrial analogs and from theoretical modelling.(9)If the habitability potential for extant martian life (and transported terrestrial microbial life) at the martian equatorial surface is very low, this fact should be factored into interpretations of forward and backward planetary protection risks for future missions to those regions. This may specifically have implications for how to manage the risks associated with future human missions to Mars. We encourage further experimentation on the limits of life relevant to surface conditions on Mars in order to advance the discussions of the search for extant life on Mars.
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Although the term "deep" was not quantitatively defined by the conference participants, [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows data for 0 to ∼5 km, the recommendations are for tens to hundreds of meters, and the reference to isolated terrestrial groundwater refers to aquifers that are ∼1 km deep. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} represents the multiple scales of interest.

[^1]: A Report from the Conference "Mars Extant Life: What\'s Next?"; held November 5--8, 2019, in Carlsbad, New Mexico. Conference proceedings available at: <https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lifeonmars2019/>
